Prime Numbers are largely used in the Bible. For example, in Genesis 1:1

[“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth”], the word “God”
has a Gematria of 61, which is the 18th prime number. The entire phrase
[Genesis 1:1] sums to 2701 [using Hebrew Gematria], which is 37 x 73.
The 12th prime number is 37, and the 21st (mirror) prime number is 73.
The 3 and the 7 are the essential elements here.
The sum 2701 (representing Genesis 1:1) takes the form of a large
triangular number having a cubic outline comprising the number 216,
or 6 x 6 x 6, which leads us to “the number in question” – 666. [The
number 666 also relates in science to the carbon atom – Carbon 12; its
abundance is due to the triple-alpha process by which it is created in stars.
Carbon-12 is of particular importance to us – it is one of the 5 elements in
the human DNA; its mass number is 12 by definition and contains 6
protons, 6 neutrons and 6 electrons = 666].
By factorizing 666 we get [again] to 37 x 18 = 37 x (6+6+6). Thus, we
establish an excellent connection between number 37 [leads to Genesis
1:1] and (prime) number ‘18’, pointing to “God”. 37 [the 12th prime] has
unique geometrical properties - exactly 37 uniform squares could be
arranged to fill symmetrical frames as hexagon, octagon, or hexagram.
History shows that there are 613 commandments in the Torah. 613 is
the 112th prime number.
The phrase “Prime Numbers” has a Gematria of 631 and 64. In Hebrew
Gematria 631 is associated with 1111 or the King of Israel and it is
the 115th prime number. 115 decodes to "God's Acquaintance", “a
foundation”, and 64 stands for “prophecy”.
Fibonacci numbers are also very important: The 10th Fibonacci number
is 55. The sum of its digits is 5+5 or 10 and that is also the index number
of 55 (10-th in the list of Fibonacci numbers). So the index number of
Fibonacci(10) is equal to its digit sum.
The 12th Fibonacci number-144, is the only Fibonacci number that you
can derive from multiplying its position in the sequence (12th position) by
itself (12 x 12 = 144). ‘144’ is ionic number and it is the “base” of forming
number 144,000. The number 144,000 has religious significance for

Christians because of its use in the Book of Revelation, where it appears
3-three times. In the Mayan calendar, a baktun is a period of 144,000
days.
The phrase “Fibonacci Numbers” has a Gematria of ‘570’ and ‘75’.
In Hebrew Gematria ‘570’ translates to “riches or wealth, redemption,
Knowing, He (God) establishes, strong or mighty, force”, and ‘75’ means
“to be established, foundation, a word, command, a matter or thing, love
or charm, bright star, morning star”.
A Fibonacci prime is a Fibonacci number that is prime. The first few Fib
primes are:
2, 3, 5, 13, 89, 233, 1597, 28657, 514229
In mathematics, two quantities are in the “Golden Ratio”, if their ratio is the
same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of the two quantities. The
"Golden Ratio"(1.61803398875) is represented by the 21st letter of the
Greek alphabet- PHI[φ].
The Golden Ratio or phi is seen/observed greatly in the Fibonacci Series.
Any Fibonacci number above the 10th(55) divided by the prior number on
the list (see Fib list below) gives you approximately the “Golden Ratio”.
We know that ‘26’ is the Gematria of Tetragrammaton - the Hebrew name
of God.
I also stated that ‘36’ and ‘37’(12th prime) are important numbers.
Interesting enough, when we do the following calculations –
(26th Fib) 121393 : 75025 (25th Fib) = 1,61803398867 = Golden Ratio
(99.99%), then, (37th Fib) 24157817 : 14930352 (36th Fib)
=1,61803398875 = Golden Ratio (100%).
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